Let E*'*(X) denote the l? 2 -term of the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence converging to the homotopy groups of X. We can define the Greek letter elements in E*'*(L n S°) in the same way as those in E*'*(S°). We show that these of E*'*(L n S°) are permanent cycles, though we know little for E%'*(S°). In this paper, we show that [SY] is applied for the case that the length of the sequence J is less than n, and obtain Theorem 1.1. Let n and m be integers such that 0<m<n and n 2 + n<2p. Then there exists a spectrum YJ such that
, Z. Yosimura and the first named author constructed a BP version of Toda's construction [SY] . In [SY] , it is studied the L M -local spectrum YJ whose £»P^-homology is v» 1 BP^. / W(J) for an invariant regular sequence of length only n. Here n is a positive integer and L n is the Bousfield localization with respect to the spectrum Vn 1 BP,  which is the same one with respect to the Johnson-Wilson spectrum [v l9 •• -9 as E(n) ^-module.
E(n). Here n+(E(n)) = Z w
F. Adams introduced the first Greek letter elements in the stable homotopy groups of spheres, and then the second and the third Greek letter elements were defined by H. Toda, L. Smith, S. Oka and so on. In their paper [MRW] , H. Miller, D. Ravenel and S. Wilson defined the general Greek letter elements in the £" 2 -term of the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence based on BP converging to the stable homotopy groups of spheres. For the Greek letter elements given earlier in the stable homotopy, the corresponding elements in the £" 2 -term agree with the newly defined Greek letter elements in the E^-term. Toda and et al's Greek letter elements are based on the spectrum XJ such that BP^(XJ) = BP^/ (J).
In most cases, it is still unknown whether or not those Greek letter elements in the l£ 2 -term survive to E^, though we know that some of each n-th Greek letter elements are permanent cycles by a result of [HS] .
Here we show that the Greek letter elements are all permanent cycles after replacing the sphere spectrum by the L w -localized spheres under some condition on n. We define the Greek letter elements g(J m ) in the E 2 -term for an invariant regular sequence J m with m<n by the image of a composition of connecting homomorphisms associated to J m (see (5.1)). We denote the corresponding homotopy element by a(J m ) (see (5.4)). As Theorem 1.1, we have an analogous spectrum YJ to XJ if we replace BP by E(ri) . So in the same way as the construction of Toda and et al's Greek letter elements, we obtain Theorem 1.2.
Let n and m be non-negative integers with m<n and n 2 -\-n<2p. Then we have the homotopy element oc(J m ) in n^(L n S Q ).
We prove Theorem 1.1 in §4 by a similar fashion to that of [SY] . In other words, we construct a BP-based Adams tower from the E^-term, which is shown to give an Adams-type spectral sequence converging to the homotopy groups of the E"(?i)-localized spectrum by M. Hopkins and D. Ravenel, recently. Unhappily, BP^(L n X)^Vn l BP^(X) for general X, and we cannot apply the theorem of [SY] without any change. This paper is organized as follows: In §2, we study the ring structure of a telescope of a ring spectrum related to BP. We adjust the results of [SY] to fit to our case in §3 and prove Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 in §4 and §5, respectively. §2. BP-Hopf Module Spectra v~lBPJ Let E be a ring spectrum and A. an E'-module spectrum with structure map (j):E/\A-+A. We call a spectrum A E-quasi associative ring spectrum ( [JY] (A) . We consider the following condition:
A consists of cells e x such that dege a = r mod 2p -2 with 0<r<2p-4.
We have the next lemma whose proof is due to T. Ohkawa. We call the sequence a complex if the composition kjkj-i is null for each 7. Furthermore suppose that it is a sequence of E'-module spectra for a ring spectrum E. We call it split if there exist ^-module maps sf Aj+i -» 4j such that SjSj+i = 0 and kfj + s/+ 1&/+ 1 = 1 . Now recall [SY] the definition of geometric resolution and /e-Adams tower. Let E and M be BP-Hopf module spectra. We call a complex G = {Gpdji GJ -» Gj+i}j>o an E-geometric resolution over M if it satisfies the following three conditions: 
Then we have (3.1) [SY; Theorem 3.3] There exists a BP-geometric resolution G={G k = BP k l\E,d k : G k -*Gk+i} over a BP-Hopf module spectrum E.

Consider a set X(k) = {Xj, a-p bp Cj}i<j<k of spectra Xj and maps af. Xj-t^Xj-iybf. Xj-*Wj+i and cf. Wj-+Xp and an £"-geometric resolution G = {Gpdj}j^o. Then we call X(k) k-Adams tower over G if it satisfies the following properties:
- 
then G admits an co-Adams tower X(oo). Moreover, its co-Adams tower is uniquely given if ExiBP^BP) +t (M^3M^) = Q for all m>l and
Here,
.+ l and e-e0, for an invariant regular sequence J:a 0 , •••, a n -i. By virtue of Lemma 2.2, the Kronecker product K stays an isomorphism even if we replace G k by TG k = lJTn^G k , under the assumption that F satisfies (2.1). By taking the telescope T, we obtain a BP-geometric resolution
TE from (3.1). Now put E = BPJ m , and we see that it satisfies the condition of (3.2), and we rewrite (3.1-2) to fit to our case: Then the theorem follows immediately from (3.5), since we see by Lemma 2.2 that the hypothesis of the theorem satisfy the conditions of (3.5).
q.e.d. §4. Spectrum whose Vn 1 BF^-Homology Is Vn 1 BP^/(J m )
For m<n, we have the change of rings theorem , /(/J) = Ext&, < E(n)) (E(n)., £(«). / (JJ), for the Johnson-Wilson spectrum E(n) which has the coefficient ring
The spectrum E(n) is defined to be a spectrum
that represents the homology theory E(n)^(X) = E(n)^0BP^BP^.(X).
In [Rl, (10.11) 
